
Roadmaps to EBM

Local groups are interested in recovering
the health of an area: how do we go about
helping them move forward?

Recovering the health of an area is not simple if multiple
activities have contributed to declining health. You can make
it easier to do by first considering which stressors are
preventing recovery, and then by considering whether the
area is sufficiently connected to other healthy places to
allow them to provide colonists, for example seeds, larvae,
juveniles or adults.

For regional councils, scientists and planners

To help local groups move forward in helping recover the
health of an area, answer the following questions.

1. Which stressors are preventing recovery, and can
they be removed?

This decision-making guidance uses the characteristics of
stressors to determine which stressor may control any
recovery process, given the local information on stressors in
place. The guidance can be paired with local information on
habitat requirements, how much the habitat has changed, and
how long the stressor will stay in the system — to give in-place
predictions on which stressor(s) to target and whether stressor
legacies are likely to prevent recovery.

Lowest gain
There is least to be gained with the removal of stressors that
generate unimodal responses when they are occurring only
at low levels (SP3) and not accumulating (SP2 Low et al
2023).The obvious stressors to reduce are those that are most likely

either to continue to degrade the health of the environment or to
prevent any natural recovery to an improved state. We can
estimate which these are using basic principles.

Largest gain
Removing any stressor that impacts on more than one point of
the ecosystem network (SP5 Low et al 2023), especially if it is
accumulating (the stressor leaves behind an environmental
legacy such as mud content from terrestrial sediment, SP2
Low et al 2023). This stressor should be targeted even if the
levels are only moderate at present (SP5 without SP2) or low
(SP5 with SP2).
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Which stressors to reduce?

This should be followed by removing or reducing any
high magnitude of stressors that cover a large area
(SP6 Low et al 2023).

Moderate gain
Removing any stressor that may be low to moderate intensity
but are accumulating (SP2 Low et al 2023) and cover a large
area (SP6 Low et al 2023).

This should be followed by removing or reducing
moderate magnitude of stressors that cover a large
area (SP6 Low et al 2023).

To help prioritise natural recovery potential, see the table
Predicting recovery times if a stressor(s) is removed.

What would be the best locations for recovery actions? 
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To help work out how long natural recovery would take or
whether you need to intervene to speed recovery, see
Predicting recovery times if a stressor(s) is removed, below.  

2. How long would natural recovery take, or would
actions to speed recovery be necessary? 

This matrix is derived from a series of questions about species
traits (mobility of different life stages, reproduction traits,
juvenile-adult interactions and interactions with other species),
distance to nearby patches of the species or habitat, and
surrounding landscape patterns in community composition and
biodiversity. Note that ‘no environmental legacies’ is equivalent
to ‘no accumulating stressors’ (SP2 Low et al 2023).

Predicting recovery times if a stressor(s) is removed

Length of time that recovery may take can be estimated using
the figure to the right from Hewitt et al 2021.
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